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ISSUES AND
ANALYSIS

News Insight

MAINS QUESTIONS

VIDEO GALLERY

Editorials from- The Hindu, The Indian Express, Live Mint
INTERVIEW
RESOURCES

The Hindu-

 The spectre of unemployment
Sans quality jobs, ‘aspirational young India’ will become ‘angry young India’.
The Hindu-

 When immunity goes awry
A national registry of primary immunodeficiency disorders offers hope for early diagnosis and treatment.
Indian Express-

 As Zika spreads, questions for India
Like Brazil, where hundreds of babies were born with microcephaly, a similar catastrophic epidemic is a
possibility in India.

TEST SERIES

Indian Express-

 Out of my mind: Disaster
The problem lies with the disastrous economic strategy chosen during the first thirty years of planning. India
chose the path of making machines on the Soviet model.
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National
The Hindu-

The Hindu-

 Nod to shut gates of Sardar Sarovar

 Indo-Afghan air cargo plane to fly over Pak.

Clearance by Narmada authority 56 years after project
was launched will see boost in storage level.
The Hindu-

 Amit Shah rules out bilateral India-Pakistan
cricket ties

India and Afghanistan will operationalise a dedicated air cargo link
over Pakistan in the next couple of days.
The Hindu-

 The lowdown on linking of Aadhaar-PAN for taxes
What is it?How did it come about?Why does it matter?What Next?

They will continue to play at international events, says
BJP chief.

ECONOMY
The Hindu-

Indian Express-

 Layoff fears open gates for online digital courses
The need for reskilling and upskilling is growing as clients
demand proficiency in new technologies.

 Employment task force to submit report next week
The Prime Minister had directed to complete the task expeditiously
so that policies on employment can be formulated on the basis on
credible data.

Science and Technology/Environment
The Hindu-

The Hindu-

 Hyderabad team grows miniature eyes using stem
cells
Lab-grown corneal epithelial cells can potentially be used for
restoring vision.
The Hindu-

 AstroSat rules out afterglow in black hole merger
The burst of light was identified as a distinct supernova explosion
that would form a black hole.

 Purveyor of plastic
Study finds river Ganga is the world’s second biggest carrier of
plastic waste.
Indian Express Explained-

 ISRO may use semi-cryogenic engine for heavy lift
rockets
It hopes to complete engine development by 2019.

The Hindu-

 Lightning over ocean is stronger than over land
The new study validates for the first time through independent
measurement previously formed beliefs that strikes over sea
water tend to be more powerful.

RAJYA SABHA TV- LOK SABHA TV
Rajya Sabha TV-



Science Monitor | 17.06.17- Issues Covered1.
2.
3.

4.

Jupiter- The oldest Planet,
Septicima Diagnostic kit,
DNA based Nano generators,
Pipe joining machine.

To watch: click on the ink/picture.

All India Radio
 Spotlight: Contribution of infrastructure
development to Economy
To Listen- click on the link/picture.
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